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Abstract
Background: Validated tools are essential to evaluate facial skin aging for both dermatological and cosmetic investigations. While many visual aging scales have been developed, few have been validated and none in terms of degree of distinguishability (DD).
We developed and validated a series of visual scales using a novel digital interface for
scoring facial skin aging in Caucasian women.
Materials and methods: Three dermatologists independently established scales for 12
distinct aging signs from high-
definition facial photographs of 400 adult women
(Fitzpatrick phototypes I-IV) taken under standardized conditions. They then selected
a consensus scale for each individual sign with a representative photo per grade.
Scales were integrated into a digital interface allowing simultaneous viewing of all
grades of each scale alongside the photograph of a test subject. Next, scales were validated by a different dermatologist, a general practitioner and a non-medical expert
skin evaluator using photos of 350 women which had not been used for establishing
the scales.
Results: Kappa estimates showed almost perfect agreement for wrinkle and skin aging
scales (≥0.85) and moderate to substantial agreement for scales relating to color irregularities (telangiectasia, solar lentigines, freckles) for both inter-and intra-observer
reproducibility. Intra-observer DD estimates were mostly high. Non-dermatologists
performed well on reproducibility for both Kappa (from 0.6 to 0.9) and DD estimates.
Conclusion: Our work demonstrates that the digital interface scales for 12 distinct
aging features are highly suitable for use in clinical and epidemiological studies on skin
aging by both dermatologists and non-dermatologists.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

therapeutic success. Apart from the relevance of such investigations
for esthetic interventions, there has also been a surge of interest in

The interest in objectively studying aging-
related changes of the

pinpointing genetic factors contributing to accelerated or slowed-

human face has seen a dramatic rise over the past years. An impressive

down aging.2-6 Precise validated scales for the different signs of skin

surge of surgical and non-surgical “anti-aging” procedures over the

aging are pivotal tools to advance this field of research.

past decades1 has resulted in an increased demand for tools to objec-

The interest in using scales based on photographic images for the

tively assess the baseline degree of aging and the post-interventional

evaluation of cutaneous photodamage, as well as dermatological and
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cosmetic treatments, was acknowledged by Griffiths et al7 who re-

between grades, by three independent evaluators of different derma-

ported that photographic scales offered a much more reliable means

tological backgrounds using an independent collection of facial pho-

of evaluating photodamage than purely descriptive ordinal scales.

tographs. Different subject cohorts were used for establishing and

Since then, a number of printed photographic scales for a range of

validating the scales. Scales were then adapted taking into account

skin aging signs and for different skin types have been published.8-11

statistically identified weaknesses, by combining grades or changing

However, while many different photographic scales exist today, most

the representative image of a given grade to obtain final consensus

of them have not been validated and/or are not available for general

scales. The study was performed in conformance with the Declaration

use.1,8-11

of Helsinki.

For the establishment of visual aging scales, two different approaches have been taken in the past: Global scales and scales for
specific aging signs. While global aging scales can be useful in clin-

2.3 | Photographs

ical and epidemiological trials to summarize given phenomena,12

A closed photographic system was used to ensure accurate and

scales evaluating individual aging sign have the advantage that

reproducible subject positioning and controlled lighting. Each face

they allow for the collection of more precise and detailed informa-

was illuminated by three flashes: one in front of the face (diffuse

tion.13-18 In addition, they can be applied to population with dif-

light), the height of this flash was adjusted to the height of the sub-

ferent ethnic background. For this reason, we focused our present

ject’s face; and two flashes illuminating the face from a 45° angle

efforts on the establishment and validation of scales of the latter

(direct light), the height of these flashes was fixed. These lighting

type.

conditions were defined to avoid cast shadows and minimize varia-

The present study was designed to develop a series of extended

tion from shading on the faces. Four standardized, high-resolution

scales for 12 distinct signs related to facial aging. We took advan-

digital images of the face were taken for each participant (one fron-

tage of the recent progress made in the field of image acquisition

tal view with open and closed eye and one of each profile) by a

technology and viewing softwares

12

to integrate these scales into

trained technician using a Canon EOS-1 Ds Mark II, 17 MP camera

an information technology interface to facilitate scoring of facial im-

after subjects had rested in an air-conditioned room for 30 minutes.

ages to be studied. Each scale was validated and refined with two

A chart containing 48 color patches on each picture was used to

statistical approaches (1) inter and intra-observer agreement using

allow for color calibration. Hair was covered by a headband and a

the Kappa coefficient and (2) a more recently developed novel sta-

series of photos was taken, face-on (full face) and profile, with eyes

tistical approach which evaluates the degree of distinguishability

open and closed. Only good quality photos of subjects with neutral

(DD) between two consecutive grades, allowing the equivalence of

facial expression (no smile, frown, visible teeth, partially open eyes,

“distances” between two grades to be determined for the scale as

etc.) were used. Photos were presented at a uniform magnification

a whole.
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2 | METHODS
2.1 | Subjects

and size.

2.4 | Development of photographic scales for facial
aging signs
Separate scales were developed for 12 signs of facial aging (Table 1);

Photographs of 350 Caucasian women from six age groups

solar lentigines “age spots” (face-on forehead, profile cheek), freckles

(20-80 years old) were used. At the time of inclusion in the photo-

(face-on forehead, profile cheek), expression lines (horizontal; face-on

graphic database, women were ineligible if they had visible or per-

forehead), frown lines (vertical; face-on forehead), wrinkles under the

manent makeup, adornments, colored contact lenses, uniquely

eyes (face-on of the open eye), drooping eyelid (face-on closed eye),

identifiable characteristics (eg, scars, birthmarks, tattoos), skin abnor-

wrinkles on the upper lip (face-on), marionette lines (face-on), telangi-

malities or had undergone esthetic procedures. Written informed con-

ectasia (profile), crow’s feet wrinkles (profile), nasolabial fold (profile),

sent was obtained from all subjects at the time the photographs were

and loss of facial oval (profile).

taken allowing their use for research studies.

For each aging sign, 40-50 photos illustrating the full range of severity were selected by a dermatologist from a panel of photographs

2.2 | Study design

of 400 women, using existing scales as a guide to determine the range
of grades.13 Photos were cropped, maintaining proportionality, to

The study was performed in two steps using digital photographs of

present only the relevant aging sign and printed in triplicate. Three

Caucasian women (Fitzpatrick phototypes I-IV). Initially, a series of

additional dermatologists independently developed a scale of up to 9

photographic scales for 12 signs of facial aging with up to nine grades

grades for each sign then agreed on a single consensus scale per sign

per scale were established by three dermatologists from a database of

with a representative photo per grade, from 0 (no sign of aging) to the

400 digital facial images, then integrated into an electronic interface

highest severity of aging, and were designed to have an even differ-

using specifically designed software. The scales were subsequently

ence between grades. The total number of grades varied depending

validated in terms of reproducibility and degree of distinguishability

on the aging sign.
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T A B L E 1 Inter-observer agreement between grades assigned by the three independent evaluators for facial aging signs in 350 subjects,
Evaluation 1
Kappa coefficient for paired evaluators
Aging sign

Scale grade range

Dermatologist/GP

Dermatologist/Skin expert

GP/Skin expert

Frown lines

0-8

0.88

0.89

0.92

Expression lines

0-7

0.87

0.86

0.90

Crow’s feet wrinkles

0-9

0.90

0.92

0.93

Wrinkles under eyes

0-8

0.83

0.80

0.81

Wrinkles upper lip

0-8

0.88

0.88

0.88

Marionette lines

0-6

0.83

0.75

0.83

Drooping eyelid

0-7

0.88

0.84

0.85

Nasolabial fold

0-8

0.89

0.87

0.89

Loss of facial oval

0-8

0.85

0.88

0.86

Telangiectasia

0-6

0.75

0.65

0.70

Freckles (F)

0-4

0.52

0.44

0.75

Freckles (C)

0-4

0.52

0.39

0.67

Solar lentigines (F)

0-6

0.75

0.64

0.72

Solar lentigines (C)

0-6

0.82

0.66

0.75

C, cheek; F, forehead; GP, general practitioner.
Landis & Koch: 0.2 represents slight agreement; >0.2 to 0.4 fair agreement; >0.4 to 0.6 moderate agreement; >0.6 to 0.8 substantial agreement; and >0.8
to 1 almost perfect agreement.

2.5 | Software for photographic scales

2.7 | Statistical considerations

Consensus scale photos were integrated into the Digital Viewing

Photo presentation for scoring during the validation process was rand-

Interface developed by QuantifiCare, S.A. (Sophia Antipolis,

omized with stratification based on age. The same randomization series

France). All photos from a given scale were visible on the screen

was presented to each evaluator for all scales. Reproducibility for each

alongside the respective facial image of the subject to be evalu-

scale was assessed using two methods. (1) Intra-observer agreement

ated. The four digital standardized photos were available for each

and inter-observer repeatability were quantified using the weighted

test subject, with two standardized enlargements of each image

Kappa coefficient.20 Outcomes were interpreted according to Landis

(Fig. 1).

and Koch as follows; <0.2, representing slight agreement, >0.2 to 0.4
fair agreement, >0.4 to 0.6 moderate agreement, >0.6 to 0.8 substan-

2.6 | Validation of photographic aging scales

tial agreement, and >0.8 to 1 almost perfect agreement.21 (2) The degree of the observer’s DD between adjacent categories in each scale

Validation was carried out independently by three evaluators, a

and the homogeneity between these differences was estimated using

dermatologist (not from the scale development panel), a general

a log-linear non-uniform association model.19 Values range from 0 (not

practitioner and a non-medical expert skin evaluator (pharmacist)

distinguishable) to 1 (perfectly distinguishable). DD values ≥0.6 rep-

using a panel of photographs of 374 women which had not been

resent good distinguishability between grades. When more than one

used for the establishment of the scales. The evaluators were first

observer had difficulty distinguishing between two grades, only one of

trained in the use of the software by scoring photographs of 24

the two grades was kept in the scale or the representative photo for

women. Each evaluator then scored photographs from the remain-

one of the two grades was replaced. Kappa and DD estimates were

ing 350 women for each of the 12 scales over a period of 18 half-

expressed with their 95% confidence intervals (CI) where appropri-

days (~20 photos per half-day). The evaluation was repeated after

ate. Analyses were performed using SAS software (version 9.1.3; SAS

1 month.

Institute, Cary, NC, USA) and R software (version 2.15.2).22

F I G U R E 1 Digital viewing interface for evaluating facial aging signs using a photographic scale. Example screen shots of the photo imaging
software for frown lines scale showing the subject to be evaluated on the left (face-on or profile views can be selected from the four miniature
images at the top of main subject image). Each grade of the scale is shown on the right and the grade selected is shown on the middle. Images of
the subject to be evaluated were available at a standard size (A) and two standardized enlargements (B and C). Eyes are masked for the purposes
of publication only
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(A)

(B)

(C)
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3 | RESULTS

A similar profile was seen for intra-observer agreement between
the first and second evaluations, with almost perfect agreement for

3.1 | Reference scales for facial aging signs

wrinkles and sagging signs, substantial to almost perfect agreement

Consensus scales were established for each of the 12 distinct aging
signs (Table 1) in terms of the number of grades and the representative photo per grade as described in material and methods. The num-

for telangiectasia and solar lentigines, and substantial agreement for
freckles (Table 3). Kappa values for intra-observer agreement were
similar for each sign between all three evaluators.

ber of grades per scale ranged from 0 to 4 through 0 to 9, depending
on the sign (Table 1). Representative screen shots of the digital interface used to visualize a scale and evaluate subjects are shown in
Figure 1.

3.3 | Degree of distinguishability and scale
adjustment
For all scales other than expression lines, intra-observer DD evalu-

3.2 | Inter-observer agreement and intra-observer
reproducibility

ations showed reasonably good agreement for most adjacent
grades. When poor agreement was seen, scales were optimized by
the suppression of one grade or by replacing a photo for a given

Reproducibility of each scale was evaluated for each sign using photos

grade (DD values <0.6). Difficulties distinguishing between two

from 350 women who were different from the ones used for the estab-

consecutive grades were identified for “wrinkles under the eyes,”

lishment of the scales; 20-29 years (N = 37), 30-39 years (N = 59), 40-

“crow’s feet,” “wrinkles on the upper lip,” “telangiectasia,” “nasola-

49 years (N = 77), 50-59 years (N = 74), 60-69 years (N = 71), ≥70 years

bial fold”, and “age spots.” All these scales were refined by removal

(N = 32). The number of women included below the age of 30 years and

of a grade for each, while two of the initial 10 grades were re-

above 70 years was lower in order to minimize skewing the outcome,

moved for “loss of facial oval shape” and “frown lines.” For droop-

since scoring of aging signs in these age groups is easier, making higher

ing eyelids, the photo for one grade was replaced. The cheek and

agreement more likely. The degree of inter-observer agreement accord-

forehead freckle scales were replaced by a single freckle scale of

ing to Kappa estimates is shown in Tables 1 and 2 for each aging sign

the whole face.

for the two consecutive evaluations performed 1 month apart. For both

Heterogeneity in intra-
observer DD estimates due to sporadic

evaluations, agreement between each pair of evaluators was very high

scoring difficulties as reflected by wide 95% CIs, was seen for all eval-

(>0.8) for the majority of wrinkle and sagging signs. Agreement was

uators for most grades, notably for most wrinkles (crow’s feet, upper

mostly substantial (>0.6-0.8) for evaluation of telangiectasia and lentigi-

lip, under the eye and frown lines) and sagging but to a lesser extent

nes, and moderate to substantial (>0.4-0.6) for freckles.

for expression and marionette lines and the three pigmentation scales.

T A B L E 2 Inter-observer agreement between grades assigned by the three independent evaluators for facial aging signs in 350 subjects,
Evaluation 2a
Kappa coefficient for paired evaluators
Aging sign

Scale grade range

Dermatologist/GP

Dermatologist/Skin expert

GP/Skin expert

Frown lines

0-8

0.85

0.85

0.91

Expression lines

0-7

0.84

0.79

0.87

Crow’s feet wrinkles

0-9

0.87

0.89

0.92

Wrinkles under eyes

0-8

0.85

0.82

0.83

Wrinkles upper lip

0-8

0.91

0.86

0.90

Marionette lines

0-6

0.80

0.80

0.90

Drooping eyelid

0-7

0.91

0.79

0.80

Nasolabial fold

0-8

0.90

0.86

0.85

Loss of facial oval

0-8

0.90

0.87

0.89

Telangiectasia

0-6

0.52

0.69

0.65

Freckles (F)

0-4

0.57

0.62

0.66

Freckles (C)

0-4

0.55

0.45

0.59

Solar lentigines (F)

0-6

0.68

0.68

0.72

Solar lentigines (C)

0-6

0.79

0.75

0.71

C, cheek; F, forehead; GP, general practitioner.
Landis & Koch: 0.2 represents slight agreement; >0.2 to 0.4 fair agreement; >0.4 to 0.6 moderate agreement; >0.6 to 0.8 substantial agreement; and >0.8
to 1 almost perfect agreement.
a
Performed 1 month after Evaluation 1.
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Intra-observer agreement between grades assigned by the three evaluators for facial aging signs in 350 subjects
Kappa coefficient for each evaluator

Aging sign

Scale grade range

Dermatologist

GP

Skin expert

Frown lines

0-8

0.89

0.94

0.93

Expression lines

0-7

0.87

0.91

0.92

Crow’s feet wrinkles

0-9

0.88

0.94

0.94

Wrinkles under eyes

0-8

0.84

0.89

0.86

Wrinkles upper lip

0-8

0.92

0.91

0.88

Marionette lines

0-6

0.90

0.89

0.90

Drooping eyelid

0-7

0.91

0.91

0.90

Nasolabial fold

0-8

0.91

0.91

0.89

Loss of facial oval

0-8

0.88

0.90

0.93

Telangiectasia

0-6

0.80

0.81

0.73

Freckles (F)

0-4

0.60

0.74

0.65

Freckles (C)

0-4

0.67

0.71

0.62

Solar lentigines (F)

0-6

0.77

0.79

0.64

Solar lentigines (C)

0-6

0.84

0.84

0.65

C, cheek; F, forehead; GP, general practitioner.
Landis & Koch: 0.2 represents slight agreement; >0.2 to 0.4 fair agreement; >0.4 to 0.6 moderate agreement; >0.6 to 0.8 substantial agreement; and >0.8
to 1 almost perfect agreement.

Inter-observer heterogeneity was also seen between evaluators in

photos to improve the accuracy. Indeed, an equal and high DD value

several scales.

between all adjacent categories of the scale would clearly lead to a lower
variability within ratings and hence a better agreement between them.23

4 | DISCUSSION

The digital interface used in this study, is a practical and rapid
means for simultaneously visualizing the entire scale and multiple
angles of the image of the study subject. It also allows the user to

In this report, we developed a series of scales for 12 distinct aging signs

switch rapidly between enlargements of images under evaluation.

with equivalence of distance between grades for evaluating facial aging

Furthermore, it minimizes the potential for errors and allows direct

in Caucasian women, and optimized their use by integrating them into a

data capture of the analysis database. The excellent levels of reproduc-

novel Digital Viewing Interface. Reproducibility in 350 subjects in terms

ibility reported in this study support the use of the digital interface as

of inter-observer and intra-observer agreement was high overall with

an adapted tool for scoring aging signs.

most Kappa estimates being 0.85 or higher for all wrinkle and skin sag-

In our study, also non-dermatologist examiners demonstrated good

ging scales, reflecting almost perfect agreement. Assessments using

intra-observer reproducibility, which is likely a reflection of the adequacy

scales for pigmentation disorders (freckles, age spots) and telangiectasia

of the instructions provided in the training and the straightforwardness

were less reproducible than with the scales for wrinkles and sagging.

of the digital interphase. Its usefulness for non-dermatological special-

This may reflect the wide variation in size, color, skin contrast and dis-

ists highlights the potential for their wide application.

tribution of color irregularities and the resulting difficulty in develop-

In conclusion, we have developed new validated scales for 12

ing continuous scales.13 Overall, improvements of the present scales as

signs of facial aging with equivalence of distance between the grades,

compared to already existing ones, concern the large number of images

available in a digital interface allowing simultaneous visualization of

used as starting material to build the scales as well as the quality of the

the scales alongside the facial image to be scored. These scales are

images. In addition, the incorporation into a straightforward digital inter-

suitable for both clinical studies evaluating the effect of treatments on

face makes the scales easy to use also for unexperienced investigators.

skin aging as well as for epidemiological studies comparing the rate of

Evaluation of distinguishability provides valuable information on the

aging in different individuals of large cohorts. The scales and the digital

structure of a scale.23 This method adds another dimension to testing

interface are made available on the Quantificare website https://cloud.

the validity of ordinal scales by highlighting more precisely where they

quantificare.com/s/9VBBpxTQv74VqaF.

can be improved.24 Despite strong intra-and inter-observer agreement,
DD analyses identified limiting weaknesses in the initial steps of building
the present scales by identifying the grades in given scales which did
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